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Country Surrounding Trinidad, It Is Declared, Will Become
Armed Camp as Soon as Federal Soldiers Are Withdrawn
Congressman Keating Tells Washington Officials Labor
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Bulgarian
ponsible. An intelligent
boy of 15 who escaped the onslaught
of the Greeka by feigning death, told
the commission that he saw his mother shot and killed by a Greek cavalCommission of Inquiry of the Carnegie Endowment, in Exhaustive ryman, that he Baw his village burn,
that a Greek trooper had all but
Report, Declares Chaotic Condition Likely Hill Exist in the and
killed him with a revolver shot and
Peninsula for Many Years, Due to the Unspeakable Atrocities sabre out, the marks of which he
Practiced During Recent War Situation Is Carefully Examined, bore. The story was corroborated
and it was the opinion of the com
No Phase of It Having Been Neglected
mission that the incident was typical.
Evidence gathered regarding the
New York, May 18. Results of an according to nationality. These were
of Akanjell satisfied the comvillage
exhaustive investigation Into the con the weakness and want of foresight mission
that, although the village subditlnna in the Balkans during and of Turkey; the powerlessness of Eu- mitted from the first, it was sacked
following the wars of 1913 and 1913 rope to impose on a constitutional and burned; the Greek troops gave
with a view to clarifying public opin Turkey the reforms she had introduc- themselves up openly to a debauch of
ion which has been baffled by con ed into an absolute Turkey; and the lust; and that many of the peasants
unconsciousness of increased strength were killed wantonly and without proflicting report and befogged by
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inquiry of the Carnege endowment
Greeks and Servians and the threat cases which the commission Itself in
international peace.
Pessimism based on the terrible ened decapitation of the Bulgarian vestigated. On one instance a nummoral confluences of a war which nation fostered the germs of discord ber
European witnessed the brutal
was a series of unutterable atrocities among the Balkan .allies which had conduct of a detachment of Greek
characterize the conclusions of the not been stifled by treaties, the terms regulars under three officers. Fifteen
commission as to the posslMitiee of of which, were in continual dispute. wounded Bulgarian soldiers took reimmediate peace or stability among Alleged Bulgarian violations of trea- fuge in the Catholic convent of
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systematic proscription of Moslems
professor
"If such, things could be done to
Francis which it found typical of the Greeks
sity of Marburg, Germany;
Europeans in a building under the
W. Hirst, editor of "The Economist," murderous practices.
protection of the French flag," con"Our document," says the report, tinues the report, "it Is not difficult
and Dr. II. N. Brailsford, Journalist,
or Great Britain; Professor Paul
"gives particulars, village by village, to believe that Bulgarian peasants
member of the Russian douma of the Moslems who were killed and fared Incomparably worse., Denial
and Dr. Samuel T. Button, professor robbed. Our experience shows that unfortunately is impossible. No verin Teachers' college, Columbia Uni- lists of this kind in the Balkans are dict which could be based on the eviversity. New York. Copies of the re usually accurate. In the villages all dence collected by the commission
to these excesses seem to have been
port may be had upon application
could be more severe than that which
the Carnegie endowment, Washing- the work of local Greek bands. The Greek soldiers have pronounced upon
ton. D. C. General distribution is to most active of these bands was led by themselves."
'
a priest and a warlike grocer who
be made In a few weeks.
A series of 25 letters written
by
carefuldocument
was a 'member of the bishop's coun- Greek soldiers, containing definite
This formidable
ly considers every conceivable aspect cil. The Turks indeed accused the avowals of the brutalities they had
beginning bishop of directing all these atroci- committed were studied with particuof the Balkan situation
with a short history of the Balkan ties
lar care by the commission.
"The burning of villages and the
The commission was unable to inpeople and concluding with the moral
and social consequences of the war. exodus of the defeated population is form Itself fully on the conduct of the
Stabbing through the glamor of a normal incident What they suffer Servian army toward Bulgarian
warfare which attended the trium- ed themselves thev Inflict on others.
but It regards the desolOne band, under a certain Doncheff ate waste of burned villages as sigphant demobilization' of Servian
..11
3
A..DUniatir crlnrlfl. a notorious guerilla chief, was said
TrOOp HI1U ttll luo tuo""i"J h1'"
nificant. No moral judgment is vencations of the victors, the commission to have burned 343 Turkish houses in tured, upon the conduct of the Balkan
found conditions of desolation, utter lone day, shut up the men in mosques races. Partial condonemerit 6! their
wretchedness and social and Immoral ana niirnea mem aiive or huul uiciu offenses is found by the commission
disintegration which defied full por as they attempted to escape. A vol in the fact that the Balkans grew up
tmvRl even in Its comprehensive re unteer of the Macedonian legion who amid Turkish models of
warfare,, the
port. This moral and social chaos la convinced the commission of his re memory of which was still an open
the direct result, according to the liability, stated that while marching wound.
commission, of the unspeakable prac- through Gumuljina he saw, among 50
In a subsequent chapter there is
tices of the contending forces. The murdered! Bulgarian peasants, the an exposure of the atrocities commitwhich dead body of a woman hansing from ted at
recital of these barbarities
Adrianople by the Bulgarians
forms a principal part of the report a tree and another with a young baby and reprisals by the Turks. The re
is the first detailed and collective on the ground with their eyes gouged cital' of murder, massacres, torture, pi-presentation of facts which have so out In spite of these acts it is the lage, rape and unspeakable cruelties
far been offered to the world princi- - opinion of the commission that "a is continued. Instances include the
nallv in the form of newspaper re real effort was undoubtedly made to drowning of 45 Turks at Kavagatch
ports, and charge and counter charge. check the lawlessness of the bands by Bulgarians, the murdering of 300
The list of horrors compiled from the and to deal with marauding on the people in and about Rodosto as a
for whose part of the troops."
statements of
Turkish reprisal. A Greek report
In weighting the charges made by states that the Turkish army killed,
reliability the commission vouches, is
the Greeks against the Bulgarians burned and disbursed a total populaat times more startling than the
rumors which were former- which have already become familiar tion of 15,060 in the
Malgara district.
through the newspapers, the report
ly received with, incredulity.
In commenting on the Bulgarian- In this indictment brought by the says:
"The Greeks as usual suppress all
commission again all the contending
forces, no one of the Balkan nations mention of the provocation which the Splendid Remedy
Is epared. Atrocities committed up inhabitants had given. The Bulgarian
i
Moslems in account is silent as to the "manner In
Fcr Eczema
on tha
Macedonia surpassed In many instan which their reprisals were carried out.
ces the crimes committed by the race Both narratives contain inaccuracies Also for Salt
Rheum, Acne,
nations and neither of them tells more than
from which the Christian
Psoriasis
and
their
Tetter,
were supposed to have received
part of the truth."
The commission disproved several
education in the refinements of cruel
Other Skin
ty. The barbarous acts and inhuman extravagant stories of the torture,
i roubles.
reprisals performed by Bulgarians, death and mutilation of certain indi
Servians and Greeks against each viduals by finding diem alive and in
other would be incredible if they were good health. It also rejected as in
not supported by unquestionable evi herently improbable and unverified
dence. From the data supplied by accusations made by some of the dl
the commission it Is impossible tolplomatic representatives of Greece in
argue that one of the nations was foreign capitals that the fingers and
in Its ears of women had been found in the
less violent than another
pockets of captured Bulgarian sol
ghastly warfare.
The commission gives three caus diers.
es of the war which followed the de
"There nevertheless remains, when
After oelng S. & 8. for a while, the
mand of the allies for autonomy of these manifest travesties of fact are
mark of all akin... trouble cbanro
a
i
Whan
i
i'i tm it- - f- P . ... .....
....
iibo
brushed aside, a heavy indictment chronic tie lower nkln loses Its
the European vilayets, and
power to
auu
aii iney continue to
which rests upon incontrovertible evi uiKrri .uipuiiurs
itatber In the weak apota or those
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Sei viaa country the commission says
"the things we have prescribed, horrible as they are, are evidence of an
abnormal condition which cannot continue. Nature herself revolts against
such excesses as we have observed
on the part of both, adversaries."
After a chapter on the "War and
International Law" and a consideration of the economic consequences of
the two wars, the commission closes
its report with' conjecture as to the
future of Macedonia.
"What then is the duty of the civil zed world in the Balkans," concludes
the report, "especially of those nations who by their location and his-to- y
are free from International entanglements? It is clear in the first
place that they should cease to exploit these 'nations for gain. They
should encourage them to make arbitration treaties and insist upon their
keeping them. They should set a good
example by seeking a Judicial settlement of all International disputes.
The consequences of the recent war,
economic, moral and social are dreadful enough to Justify any honest effort by any person or by any nation
to alleviate the really distressing

EUGENIC MARRIAGES
Will Unsure to this country a
healthier and more intelligent "Family of the future" and many a wom
an, obviously unfit for marriage, has

had her health restored by the timely use of Lydla E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, the most successful
remedy for felmale ills the. world has
ever known. Enormous quantities of
roots and herbs are used annually in
this good
making
remedy and no woman who suffers
from female ills should lose hope until she has! tried it Adv.
For a Torpid Liver
"I have used Chamberlain's Tablets
toff and on for the past six years when
ever my jiver shows signs of being
In a disordered condition.
They have
always acted quickly and given me the
deBired relief." writes Mrs
P w
Trubus, Springville, N. Y. For sale
by all dealers. Adv.
TO RETRY

NAVAL STORES CASE
Savannah, Ga., May 1. The United

States district court convened for its
regular term here today with Judge
William L, Grubb of the northern dis
trict of Alabama, presiding. The mo
important case on the docket is that
of the American Naval Stores com
pany. This will be the second trial
of the case, in which the defendants
include a number of prominent busi
ness men of Georgia, Florida and other states. In 1909 they were convict
ed for alleged violations of the Sher
man anti trust laww The verdict was
upheld by the Uiijffl States court of
appeals but the supreme court of the
United States granted a new trial on
the ground that the presiding judge
had erred in his charge to the jury.
Feel Dull and sluggish? Start Your
Liver to Working!
It beats all how quickly Foley Ca
thartic Tablets liven your liver! over
come constipation make you feel

lively and active again. J. L. Mc
knight, Ft. Worth, Texas, says: "My
disagreeable symptoms were entirely
removed by the thorough cleansing
roiey cathartic Tablets gave me,
They re a wonder. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
HEALTH

CONFERENCE OPENS
London, May 18. Many parts of

Great Britain and the dominions are
represented at the Victoria League
Imperial Health Conference, which
met at the Imperial Institute today
and was opened with an address by
Viscount Bryce. Ottawa, Toronto
Montreal and other Canadian cities
have delegates at the conference. A
wide variety of subjects, ranging from
the care of children to the physical
benefits derived from outdoor life, are
to be discussed at the sessions.
Helps Kidney and Bladder Trouble
Everybody Satisfied
Everywhere people are taking Foley
Kidney Pills, and are so satisfied they
urge others to take them also. A. T.
Kelly, Mcintosh, Ala., says: "I rec
ommend them to all who suffer from
kidney troubles and backache, for they
are fine." Best thine you can take
for backache, weak back and rheuma
tism, o. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.,
LABOR. MEN MEET IN MOBILE
Mobile, .Ala., May 18. Delegates

from all the principal cities and towns
In Alabama' assembled here today on
the opening of the annual convention
already
dence."
attacked. The action of S. 8. 9. la that of
of the state federation of labor. Pres
an antidote, and this fact baa been
This indictment which consists
time and time attain In
moat ident Gann called the
severe forma of weeping eczema. the
gathering to or
mainly of the events at Doxato and
Ita Influence In the tissue where the tiny der and delivered his annual address.
with the burning of arterle transfer the red blood for tbe worn-o- The
Mood to the reins Is quite remarkable
convention will continue Its ses
Serres, is carefully weighed and in- and goes on constantly with
very tick of sions until all its business is conclud
clock the beat of the heart
vestigated in the report of the com- theK,ndKnew
"kin
th""
to form ed, which will probably be late in the
(Terms of Irritating influencea that
mission, which says in conclusion:
week.
cause eczema are scattered
'The case against the Bulgarians ful nature entirely suspended.and tbelr harmWunderful
tonic Influence
which remains after a critical exam In L 8,k.S"
because, It contains no
Most Children's Diseases Start With
ination of the evidence, is sufficiently Is entirely free of any mineral drups 'dope."
or any
a Cold
other drugs except the remarkable medicinal
grave. In each case the Bulgarians
Restlessness, feverlshness, an Inflam
ed thoat and spasmodic cough maybe
acted under provocation and in each
whooping cough Is starting In. Give
case the accusation is greatly exag- of Ft7e
to be in favor before they learned that Foley's Honev and Tar promptly. It
gerated, but their reprisals were none R. &. H. Is safe, speedy and sure Ask at helps the ch'idren so very mtch, aad
any drui? store for a bottle of s s s
the less lawless and unmeasured."
Mrs. Shlppa, Raymondsville, Mo., says:
wd ,rl"' an',
'
aoon see
a derided Improvement
in any form of
"I got fine result from it and it is a
The commission's judgment on re trouble.
Write to The Swift
vi
medicine for whooping cough."
ported excesses committed by th MS r'wlft Illcl?.. Atlanta, ia., for "peoi'i' .great
G. Schaefer and Red Cross vrug
"d BCW b0ok oa tla W$ O.
Greeks among the Bulgarian peasant- - treble
Store. Adr.
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The Boston Globe of May 10 contains a new feature article on Fred
Funston of Kansas.
The Globe says: General Fred Funs-tois to command Vera Cruz barring any possible misunderstanding
with the navy and it is perfectly all
right with the regular army. Funs-to- n
has been a member of it so long
now that bis non-WePoint origin
has been forgotten.
But a few years ago ay five years
ago the .regular army would have
retired to a hammock and fanned Itself bitterly if Funston had been appointed to such en Important command.
In those days Funston was
exquisitely humorous to the gentlemen of the regular army when he
wasn't acutely Irritating.
You see, he never got nearer to
West Point than the deck of an excursion steamer. That gives the soldiers who took the full cojurse the
right to lawff and lawff and lawff.
They have a laugh coming at Funston, at that He's a funny looking
little geek, to begin with. He weighs
about as much as a fried moonbeam,
and he has a little reddiBh paintbrush
beard that irresistibly tempta the humorous person into tickling him under the chin and baaing only the
same person will never do the same
trick again and he has some red hair
on the top of his head, and other
places almost as red where he has
worn through the hair; and he walks
with a limp, and he has the grandest
little red vocabulary you ever saw,
And as a holder of a season ticket
for the beet seat in the front row of
the grand stand no one has ever
beaten Freddie. He can follow the
spotlight in his sleep.
Take, for Instance, that time the
Filipinos were trying to wipe his
three Kansas companies out of exist
ence, a"nd. General Otis wanted to
know how long he could hold his position.
"Until I am mustered out," said
Funston.
That, of course, was perfectly ab
surd. The touching part i that he
believed it and so did the regular
army, and so, eventually, did the Fili-

Buy these items all this week at these special prices if the
supply holds out Every article mentioned here offers a great saving In price and they're all seasonable too.

n

For Cash Only
$15.00 and $20.00 Men's
Suits $12.50

st

pinos.
One of

the scandals of the Manila
campaign was of the language used
by the Funston irregulars. They do
say that a delegation of Filipinos
came in under a' flag of truce and
put up a nervous complaint to Funs-ton'- s
commanding general.
"We are patriots," said the Filipinos. "We will gladly die for our
country. But we cannot we simply
cannot endure to be sworn at by
these gross persona from Kansas."
If ever there was a victim of popularity Funston is the individual. He
grabbed Aguinaldo when that Filipino leader had about lost his Importance and the papers made a fuss
over it, and Freddie, being of a hectic turn of mind, posed a bit too hard.
And them every one turned in to
make a mock of him. One of the stories told of that capture represent
Funston as ordering a sergeant to ford
the Bag-Ba- g
or whatever the river waB
called that separated the Americans
from Aggie,
.
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$1.65 to $2.65 Misses
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200 pairs at Miseee and
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suits at $15 and $20
guaranteed for service. You'll
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Your unrestricted choice of our
Knee pants suits at
Boys'
one-haprice. As these suits
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delay in making a selection
the kind of suit you want may
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$1.25 White Waists 83c
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400 of these $1.25 Waists in
all materials and any style or
any size you want Special 83c

be sold.
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I
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"The river," reported the sergeant,
"is 11 Inches deep."
"Hurrah!" shouted FunBton, waving
his new sword. "Come on, my gallant boy! We will swim the river"
The American tendency to sneer
after having idealized was helped
along by the regular army, which does
not approve of roughnecks being
given commissiones. And Funston's
neck was positively craggy.,
A "bad nigger" had tried to slap
him with a razor when he attended
the University of Kansas, and he
chased that "coon" so far with an old
fashioned single action six shooter
that he was suspended for being absent from classes.
And he earned the distaste of the
cowpunchlng population along a part
of the old Santa Fe road when he was
a conductor upon it because he used
to beat up cavaliers who liked to
shoot out of the windows.
He was fired as a street car conductor in Washington because he
wouldn't stand for physical humor.
He went on a botanizing expedition
through Death Valley, in which such
hardships were experienced that he Is
the only member of the party how
sane.
Up in Alaska he told two American
and British whaling crews that war
had been, declared between the two
countries. Then he went to sleep
and came out of his trance just in
time to keep the loyal sailors from
going for each other with whaling
lances.
He fought for Cuba in one of the
rebellions, and made such a fuss be

J

cause 50 captured ' Spaniards were
stuck up against a wall and shot that
the patriots tincanned him out of the
island.
Ever since he was born in Ohio. 4S
years ago, he has been going to some
sort of war, private or public, and always amid the tumult of brass bandi.
About the first thing he did after
he had been given a general's commission In the regular army was to
Insult a few United States senators,
for which he was called down by Mr.
Roosevelt, who kept the senators on
his private game preserve.
They, allowed that Funston used td
fill Filipinos full of water in order
that they might cough up information along with the liquid. But that
was never proven.
Recently he has been on duty on
the Texas frontier. He is quieter,
calmer, more sedate, and fatter than
he used to be, but officers who have
talked with him say he has the same
old pep.
"Funston," they say, "won't start
anything nowadays until there Is no
longer any hope that the other fello'
w-will
start it first,"
Whooping Cough
"About a year ago my three boys
had whooping cough and I, found
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy the only one that would relieve their coughing and whooping spells, I continued
this treatment and was surprised to
find that it cured the disease in a very
short time," writes Mrs. Archie
Crooksvllle, Ohio. For sale
by all dealers. Adv.
V
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SCANDINAVIAN
ALLIANCE

IS

F ORMED
NORWAY, DENMARK AND SWEDEN
ARE ABOUT TO UNITE FOR
MUTUAL PROTECTION

Constantinople, May 18. Not since
its supposedly invincible battalions
were rolled back by the Bulgarian
advance at Lule Iiurgaa haa the Turkish army experienced a greater shock
than the order issued by the new sec,
retary ot war. En vers Bey, that here-after all Turkish soldiers must eat
with a knife and fork. The enlisted
men are not only alarmed at the prospect of handling the strange implement, but are hurt by the Intimation
that faithful hands, which have always served the primary purpose of
conveying food to their mouths, should
toe deemed no longer fit for that use
ful service. The Turkish private Is
not proving an apt pupil. When his
superiors are absent he squats upon
the floor and devours his food in the
good old fashioned way, but at the
approach of an officer he scrambles
to a seat at the table and falls to
wielding his new weapons with all the
skill he can command.
The civilizing process is not to stop
with teaching the Turkish soldier table manners. The edict has also gone
forth that he must learn to read and
write.
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REPUBLICAN
SENACUP FROM WHICH LEGEND SAY8 STANDPAT
TOR FROM PENNSYLVANIA
CHRIST DRANK SAID TO
SEEKS RENOMINATION
BE BEYOND REPAIR

Rome, May 18. Both religious devotees and art lovers have learned
with regret that the recent reports
of the breaking of the "Holy Grail"
bepjond repair at the cathedral of
Genoa are true, although satisfactory
explanations of the accident are still
lacking. One expert who ascribed
the breaking of the ancient basin to
dampness in the cathedral i popularly
suspected of shielding somta one who
accidentally broke the vessel.
While it is doubtful that thia basin
is really the sacred cup around which
so much legendary romance of knight,
hood days was woven, it has been, accepted as such by a large number of
Catholics,
,The vessel was brought to Genoa
1101
In
by Guglielmo Embrlaco,
among the spoils of the conquest of
Caesarea. Tradition then said, and
has since .been followed, that in this
octagonal cup, cut from what appeared to be a flawless emerald Christ
drank at the Last Supper, and later
in it Joseph of Arimathea preserved
the blood from Christ's wounds at the
crucifixion.
Napoleon Bonaparte, "tie great
thief," as they call him here, carried
it off to Paris, in 1807, and it was
then tested and found to be of glass.
It had slight ornamentation and ap
peared to be finished with the tool
as in gem engraving, while the color
and transparency were perfect When
reclaimed by Italy it was' so badly
packed that it was broken in the return and mended with gold filigree.
Once before it left the cathedral, in
1319, when It was given as security
by the town of Genoa for money need
ed', for military defense. Eight years
passed before it was returned.
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the methods which have made Danish
residence' of numerous pontiffs, but of the word a radical in politics. While
Panama, May 18. Telephone and has not been visited by a pope since
farming the standard of Europe.
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telegraph facilities are being rapidly 1869 when Plus IX went there. There
republican, he believes in a protective
The little extended in the republio of Panama Is
18
Christiana.
May
magnificent about it, with tariff and in republican principles gennothing
Crown Prince Olav, like every Nor in anticipation of a greatly increased the exception of the view, but the erally,
communication
ia beautiful and the air Is sa- wegian boy, is striving to become the demand for lines of
The big question is wnether Dlm- Is opened. The 'de garden
champion ski jumper of the world. when the canal
lubrioua The most Important room mick'a excellent record and personal
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From the balconies of the villa the situation is the vote of the thousands
jumping
clever as any boy of his age at the States. The first new line to be con pope's sister will look down on toe of progressives of two years ago who
most
sport and Is so enthusiastic about it structed will be to David, the out- beautiful Lake of Albano, porched have returned to the republican fold
above which la the monastery built this year, as shown by the registration
that he attends all the big contests. Important town In the republic
When King Haakon and Queen side of Panama City and Colon. The by the last of the Stuarts, or, in the figures. If they should vote solidly
Maud came to Norway in 1905' they whole expenditure will amount to other direction, the cupola of St for nimmiok his defeat of Penrose
knew nothing about winter sports, but some $500,000.
Peter's, across the plain crowning the would be assured. But the veteran, polbefore their first winter was over the
Eternal City.
iticians who have been sizing up cam
Southampton, England, May 18.
It has been decided that the monu- paigns and forecasting elections for
royal pair became fascinated with
ekline and. under the tutelage of The famous yacht, Princess Alice, for ment to Adelaide Ristorl, Italy's
declare that unless a miracle
merly owned byj the Prince of Mon greatest actress, the funds for which happens Mr. Pesrose will be nomlnat- Captain Roll, the king's aid, who
one of the most expert ski runners aco and used! by him in his deep sea were raised by international subscrip-tionB-, h tomorrow, and nominated by an
shall be unveiled at Cividale del enormous majority.
in Norway, they became so proficient researches, has been purcased by
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tive born of their age.
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ity of a defensive alliance between
ocNorway, Sweden and Denmark is
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Scantheee
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all
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dinavian countries.
comUp to a few mouths ago such a
bination was considered out of the
bequestion because of the friction
tween Norway and Sweden, whose
,
union was dissolved in 1905.
If Sweden joins such an alliance it
Ruswill be because of the
since
most
On
questions
sian peril.
the dissolution of the union with
Norway, Sweden has not been on very
corddal terms with the other Scandinavian countries and it will take
some great common danger to bring
her into closer relations with her immediate neighbors.
The feeling that such an alliance
will come. is very strong in Norway.
One of its Btrongest prophets is the
arctic explorer, ,Dr. Fridthjof of Nan-sewho. believes that the understanding will come as soon as the
necessity for it grows a little stronger. With Norway and Sweden seeking such an alliance it is certain that
Denmark would make no objection to
joining. '
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LITTLE THIE3GS

It is the little things that count, and
give the most pleasure in this world.
Small things are not small if they
yield great results.
"Little Electric Servants," such as
electric irons, stoves, toasters, vacuum
cleaners, curling irons, percolators,
are absolute necessities in the modern
home. They are moderate in initial
cost and cheap to operate.
With electrical appliances you are
minus dust and dirt, flame, fire,
danger or odor. There is no waiting
while the fire kindles. A child can
operate any one of them.
v
Come in and investigate our stock of
electrical appliances, or call at any
electrical supply dealer. Always
pleased to demonstrate our goods.
DON'T DELAY. SHOP TODA F.
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audience. ' Peggy, the lively young
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he became a Christian, how he left a difficulties. Is an Interesting characESTABLISHED 1879
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People are becoming alive to this fact and thousands have quit coffee and now use
ly sacrilege to say that men cannot
pray for victory in war without asking
lor these Inevitable Implications of
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tf we remember this when the war.
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pure food drink

of whole wheat and a small per cent of molasses, Poetum Is a rich, flavoury beverage
e
much resembling
.Java in taste, but is absolutely free from the .coffee-drucaffeine,
or any other harmful substance.
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FAMOUS SINGER IS EXPECTED TO
DRAW BIG AUDIENCE TO THE
Y. M. C. A. TONIGHT
'
.

The lindberg rectilal at the

Y.

C. A. tonight will begin at 4:30
There are still a few tickets
available, but those who desire to attend should H:ure them early. Mr.
JJndberg's subject Is "From the Stage

to the Pulpit"

-

Mr. Lindberg was for over a decade
associated with some of the loading
jr.psTatin organizations of this country.,
as the late Castle 'Square Opera

Postum now comes In two forms:
Regular Postum must be

well-boile- d
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' Instant Postum a soluble form requires no boiling
The cost per'tjup of both kinds is about the same.
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sold by Crbcers everywhere.
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DAY
(Continued from Page One)
to the court, Luis Armljo, Interpreter
to the court
The first case called was that of the
state against Max M. McSchooler,

charged with unlawfully maiming live
stock. Upon motion of District Attorney Charles W. G. Ward the case
was continued until 2 o'clock this afternoon.
Vicente Trujillo, charged .with un
lawfully discharging a pistol within a
settlement, was brought Into court
He withdrew a plea of not guilty,
which was made at the fall term of
court last year, and pleaded guilty.
Trujillo said he was a trifle drunk
when the offense, which oocurred on
Bridge street near the Bridge Bar,
took place. He declared he had a sum
of money with him and had purchased a gun so as to be prepared in
case anybody tried to rob him. He
said he heard shouting when he near-ethe Bridge bar, and thought somebody was after him, whereupon he
pulled out his gun and blazed away.
According to the story of bystanders,
Trujillo fired at the lamps on the
county bridge. Judge Leahy gave
Trujillo a fine of $50 and a Jail sentence of six months. The jail sentence was suspended upon Trujillo'a
paying the fine and! costs and promls
ing to behave. Trujillo is a bricklayer and previously had borne a good
reputation. District Attorney Charles
W, G. WTard recommended clemency
for him.
The court heard the complaints of a
number of citizens who claim that
their tax assessments for 1913, owing
to the arbitrary raises in values made
by order of the state boar do fequall-zatioare too high. There are about
250 of such
prptests on file. The
court Indicated the procedure that
will be followed in each case. It will
be required that the taxpayer present
two competent witnesses who will tell
the court their opinion as to the value
of the property in question. Provid
ed proof Is made that the taxation is
unreasonable, relief will be granted,
otherwise the values will stand as
placed on the tax roils by the board
of equalization.
There is every Indication that the
May term of the court will be a busy
one, though it likely will not be long.
It was stated this afternoon that the
McSchooler case likely would be fin
ished today. District Attorney Charles
W. G. Ward is looking after the prosecution of the criminal cases, while
Chester Hunker, his assistant, is as
sisting the grand jury.

GRAMA TION
PRESENTS
NEED NOT BE COSTL Y

TO BE GOOD.

This year we have more presents suitable lor

the boys than ever before.

,

And for the girls you can always find some"
"
thing to please them

d

,

, ,

V
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TAUPERT'S
Have you seen the new Leather Novelties?
''4ii

.

KANSAS

'JAi

y

CITY1 LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, May 18. Hogs,, receipts 9,000. Market 6 cents higher.
Bulk $8.408.45; heavy $8;458.50;
packers and butchers $8. 358. 47;
lights $8.208.40; pigs $7.758. '
Cattle, receipts 8,000. Market steafed
dy to 10 cents lower. Prime
steers $8.509.10;
dressed beef

steers $7.658.50;
western steers
$7.258.75; southern steers $6.50
8.25; cows $4.507.50; heifers $7'
9; stockers and feeders $6.508.25;
calves $6.5010.50.
Market
Sheep, receipts 11,000.
strong to 10 cents higher. Lambs
$6.759.25; yearlings $5.506.75;
wethers $5.256.25.

S

',

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, May 18. Wheat showed
strength on account of continued

spread of Hessian fly damage to
crops. NeDrasKa and lowa sent complaints as well as Kansas, Missouri
and Illinois. Profit taking by bulls,
however, caused a reaction. The
cent
market opened a shade off to
up, and made a slight further gain,
but then lost virtually all of the "ad
vance. The close was unsettled
oent lower to
cent higher com
pared with Saturday night.
Dry weather and firm cables gave a
lift to corn. Buying power, though,
was slow. The close was nervous,
1 cent net lower.
to
Oats started a sixteenth down to
cent higher and after a little addi
tional rise fe Uback to about SaturOats were govday night's leved.
erned by the action of wheat and
corn. Demand was only scattered but
offerings too were light
Provisions responded to an upturn
in the hog market Selling, which
came chiefly from packers, did not assume a burdensome volume. The
closing quotations were as follows :
meat, May 974; July ,87.
. .,
July 66,
Corn, May

6;
40;

July 28., ,
Pork, July.$20.02; Sept $20.0.iVi
iLard, July $10.17; Sept. $10.35.
.;
jRiba, July $11.35; JSept
;Oats,

May

$11-45-

..

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York,, May 18. The market
closed
Underlying
easy
today,
strength characterized stock operations, despite occasional reactions on
realizing and short selling. Unloading of other shares proceeded under
cover of the late rise In Steel and
Union Pacific to the highest In the
final trading the whole list sagged
again, Chesapeake and 'Ohio losing
over a point The last sales were:
. 73
Amalgamated Copper
American Beet Sugar
1064
96
Atchison ... .V
165
Reading .
93
Southern Pacific
157
Union Pacific
.,.'....
62
United States Steel
110
United States Steel, pfd.
,

Let the
Children Play
'

Let them romp and
Iplayraround. You need
not worry aDout men
clothes staying together
V
if they are ra-riri-

Nazareth or Warner's
Perfection Waists
i

We have Perfection waists" for boys and girls,
designed for active, living children. The seams
are reinforced where the strain is greatest; out.
tons stitched in n with ape. Security Rubber
Button Hose Supporters, that will not tear the
stockings, are attached.
!

j

in Sizes isp to 14 Years. At our
Hotlo'ti Department

Prices' 25c xnd 35c
"TV "THS .STOlUi'Or

E .LAS VE C A-S-

QUALITY

N.M!
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ANNUAL HIGH SCHOOL PLAY

THURSDAY NIGHT

1

TICKETS AT ;MURPHErStoW
Mrs.. 11. B. Anderson and daughter
for Lawrence,
left tfcjs afternoon
Kas., yhfre they will visit relatives
for the next several weeks.
Walter J.lmdberg, the soloist who
L
will
appear at the Y. M. C. A. this
C. P. Black of Denver was a comconcert, arrived In Las
in
evening
mercial visitor here today.
from Santa Fe
afternoon
this
H. F. Myers of Denver was a busi- Vegas
O. .L. Gregory left yesterday after
ness visitor In Las Vegaa today.
noon for points in Iowa and Nebraska
F. Kramer and C. W. Fuller came where - he . will visit relatives. Mr.
In yesterday from Raton for a short
Gregory expects to be absent from
stay.
this
city for about two weeks.
Dr. W. T. Brown of Valmora came
busi
brief
In Saturday evening for a
SILVER MEDAL CONTEST
ness visit.
the auspices of the W. C. T.
Under
ToS. B. Rohrer left last night for
Normal auditorium there
U.
the
at
peka, Kan., where he will be on busi- occured a, very delightful silver medal
ness for some time.
contest on Saturday evening. The
Household goods of all kinds; noth-la- contestants were six
pupils from each
but the best high grade furniture, of the Fifth and Sixth grades of the
Harry Wenger, 909 Seventh street
Normial school. Jenniiigs McMillan
C. C. Duke, representative for the won the medal in the Fifth grade
John B. Stetson Hat company, was a class, with Osborne Hayden a close
business visitor In the city today.
second. In the Sixth grade class the
Carl Brorein returned yesterday medal was taken
by Luclle Kinkaid,
from Beulah, N. M., where he has with Mernice Howe second The
been for the past week on a vacation.
speaking was so excellent that the
T. O'Leary chief special officer for
judges had" hard time decided wh6
the Santa Fe Railway company, .came was best. The judges were Rev. J.
in yesterday for a short business vis-- M. Harris, Mrs. Elmer E. Veeder and
It
Mrs. Reiman: Miss Sue Hutchcinson,
Mrs. Frank Leonard returned to her
teacher ot the Fifth and Sixth grades,
home In Sands yesterday afternoon deserves
great 'credit for the good
after a several days' visit with, .her training that thelcontestants eceivea.
i
...
parents,
J A. Hubbs, president of me Huibbs
Laundry company of Albuquerque,
MARK THE OLD
came In yesterday for a short busi- WILL

PERSONALS

ness visit
Miss E. R. Breason of Aztec, N. M.,
arrived In the city yesterday afternoon and will visit friends here for
some time.
Robert Grey of Sioux City, la., arrived In Las Vegas yesterday afternoon and will remain here for some
time as a visitor.
Fritz Rosensteln, representative for
a hat company of San Francisco, Cal.,
was a business visitor at the local
clothing stores today.
Charles Clossen, accompanied by his
niece, Miss Hattie Green, left yester
day for his nome at aanta ie in an
automobile after a several days' visit
here.
Mrs. George Green and family of
Globe, Ariz., are In Las Vegas and
will remain here Indefinitely. They
will reside at the Clossen rooming
house.
Mrs. L. T. Smith, mother of Mrs.
Paul Marselle, is in Las Vegas visiting her daughter and will remain here
for some time. Mrs. Smith resides
at Des Moines, la.
,
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Rice, formerly
residents of this city for several
months, came in yesterday from their
nome in Denver and. will remain here
for the next several months.
Frank Sagert accompanied by his
brother, Walter Sagert, left today for
Chicago. Frank Sagert will visit relatives there for a short time and
later return to this city, while ' his
brother will remain In Chicago.
Richard Hays, passenger conductor
running between this city and La
Junta, returned to Las Vegas Saturday evening from La Junta, where he
has been ill for the past few weeks
following an operation for appendici.

tis.

,
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NUMEROUS

STORIES OF

FISHING EXPLOITS
ANGLERS
AC-RETURN
WITH
ACCOUNTS OF BIG TROUT
(SUCCESSFULLY LANDED
fc

One of the chief topics of discus-

sion today in the drug stores, barber
shops and other places where gossip
TRAILS HIGHWAY I is carried on, was concerning ib,e
fishing yesterday, and the length,
breadth and thickness of the fish
AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF SOUTHERN caught. In most Instances the stories
were true, but occasionally a "fiehy"
CALIFORNIA GETS BEHIND
one was heard.
i
,o THE MOVEMENT
In both the Hollinger canyon and
C. E. MacStay, special representa- the El Porvenir canyon fishermen
tive for the Automobile Club of South- were numerous yesterday. The early
ern California, accompanied by D. C. morning seemed to oast a gloom over
Mitchell, of the route and map service the day's prospects, but later the
in Las Vegas weather cleared and fishing was good
of this club, arrive
the way from all day for those who were lucky.
afternoonjon
yesterday
The record catch was made by a
Los Angeles; Calif.:fp New York. The
men are logging .i:the road and also resident of the Hot Springs who land
ed a speckjed trout weighing about
marking places: for road signs.
two
Mr.
of
MacStay
pounds. This catch was made in
main
The
purpose
and Mr. Mitchell Is to push the Na- the Hot Springs canyon, Joseph
tional Old Trails road and to bring Taichert, one of the coming experts
before the automobillng public of this in the sport landed 23 trout measur
foot In
country ..the, .fact that this route to ing from seven inches to one
"
California Is the only feasible road length. 'E. iSena, filigree jewelry
manufacturer at Taupert's, caught 27
across the continent
Mr. MacStay and1 Mr. Mitchell are trout, all of good size, while many
to pull out
making arrangements with the coun- other fishermen managed
beauties.
some
the
of
in
commissioners
each
speckled
of
county
ty
Experienced anglers say that the
each state on the Rational Old Trails
was slightly cold for success
water
New
from1
to
York,
Los
road
Angeles
for the, marking of the road. The ful fishing yesterday, but maintained
would be down
proposition includs'that the county that the best fishing
shall pay for signs on the basis of stream rather than near the head
the number of miles in the' county waters. The catching of several big
ones near the Agua Bura dams bears
traversed by the route.
The maximum cost per mile Is to out' this statement
From now on until' the season
be six dollars, depending entirely up
on the cost of erecting the sign posts. closes plsople Btnitten by the fishing
The signs are made of steel and are fever will continue to hie themselves
marked accurately, indicating that the to the mountains each Sunday. The
route Is on the National Oldi Trails streams appear to be well supplied,
of their beroad and giving the distance to the and there is little chance
soma
of the
fished
though
clean,
ing
ts,
nearest town.
stealtoo
from
fish
grow
fleshy
may
the
In making the trip from
county
student
some
the
of
from
bait
line to this city from the south, Mr. ing
'
Mitchell found that over 30 signs fishermen,
would be heeded property to guide

0

BASEBALL

FANS WILL

MAKE SUMMER

A New
Method

of, Baking

Cakes

"There is just one way to make your cakes rise high and evenly
give thsm time to rise before a crust is formed and the batter is
stiffened by cooking."
$v
.. "If "sipg a gaa, gasoline or oil stove, light your oven when you put
the cake in and keep the flame low until the cake has doubled in bulk;
. J ithsnincriUjtW heat ontil it is evenly browned and will respond, to
the pressure of the finger. If using a coal or wood range, leave the
"' overt door
opan until the cake is in; then turn on the drafts and by
the time the oven is at baking temperature, the cake will have
; I C
raised sufficiently."

:

n
-,
; v-

v

.

'

For rich, moist, feathery cakes Mrs. Briggs always recommends

Baking PowDEFt

It is double acting and sustains the raise.
You can open and close the oven door, turn the
tin around in the oven or do anything else
necessary, without any danger of making the
cake fall.

Try your favorite cake next time with K C Baking
Powder and see how much higher it will rise. Make it
just as you always do, with the same quantity of baking
powder. While K C is les3 expensive than the old fashioned baking powders, it has even greater leavening
strength and it is guaranteed pure and healthful.

Try a can and be convinced

PLANS

THE CITY LEAGUE PROPOSITION
WILL BE DISCUSSED AT
'"

Mrs. Nevada Briggs, the baking expert, says

1

50

tourists. Thus the need of markers
may be seen.
Members of the board of county
commissioners and officers of the
Commercial club were Interviewed
this morning by Mr. MacStay and
this afternoon several of those seen
spoke favorably concerning the proposition.
All money that Is handled in connection with the proposition is turned
over to the National Old Trails asso
ciation and that organization will au
dit all accounts of the Automobile
Club of Southern California. This is
done to prevent the forming of the
opinion that there is graft of some
kind being worked In connection with
the movement
Mr. MacStay andi Mr. Mitchell left
this afternoon, 'forced to make a. hasty leave due to the fact that the
Mora river is rising and will probably
be Impassable befor
the night Is
over.

MEETING

WEDNESDAY

SIDE WINS

EAST

T

A bank check Is the way to pay your bills, because then you have a check on each MIL
It Is easy to
keep your accounts straight when you have your money in the bank, because the bank keep your ac
counts straight for you and Bares you many hours of work and worry, start a bank account with ua, and
you will se4 the convenience and afterwards, the absolute NECESSITY of having a bank acoounL
.
'
'
.DO YOUR BANKING WITH US
We pay four per cent Interest on Time Deposits and
TWO PER CENT ON CHECKING ACCOUNTS

01

GO DOWN
TO DE
FEAT FOR THE FIRST TIME
THIS SEASON

THE ANGELS

PEOPLES BANK

Yesterday afternoon at Amusement
park the East side baseball team defeated the West side aggregation by
the score of 4 to 3. The game was a
good one, the teams playing excellent
Pete Salazar was in the box' for the
West side and despite the fact that
a number of ball players maintain
that Pete has nothing but a straight
ball, he managed to fan 10 men.
Fraser, a new man, who made his
first appearance yesterday afternoon.
was in the box for the Eeast side and
pitched fairly good ball. jFraser has
speed in adition to same fancy curves,
and with practice should make a
star for the East side pitching staff.
Fraser fanned six men and was especially valuable In pinches. Providing
the weather conditions are favorable
another game will be played next
Sunday at Amusement park.
the teams was as folThe lineup-o- f
lows:
East side Ettinger, c; Fraser, p;
Hite, lb; Marshall, 2b; Cooper, ss;
Herzog,, 3b; Harris, If; Seellnger, cf;

rf.

West side Nleto, c; Salazar, p;
Larrazolo, lb; Lujan, 2b; Montano,
ss; Angel, 3b; Ortega, If; Frank, cf;
Armljo, rf.

:

.,

;

R.H.E.
East side
,...4
West side
,...3
Charles Trumbull, umpire.

.......

6

6

8

2

STANDING OF THE CLUBS

TR.UST CO.

Capital and 8urplu

CALENDAR OF SPORTS
FOR THE COMINK WEEK

ty;t.?Zf. tf&e
-

vj o o

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

'

British-amateu-

$122,747.00

goal ia no

ball.

Con way,,

35 CENTS

AND

Put Your'llloney in our Bank and we
Will Keep your Accounts Straight

FROM THE OLD
'

Monday
golf championship

tournament opens at Sandwich, Engr
land. "
"
New England intercollegiate tennis
championships, at Boston.
Opening of the season of the Appalachian baseball league.
Tuesday
Johnny Dundee vs. ''Knockout"
Brown, 10 rounds, at New York. ,
Wednesday
Annual amateur championship of
Metropolitan Golf association, at
N. J.
Gunboat Smith vb. Jack Blackburn,
fi
rounds, at Philadelphia.
Pennsylvania-Wes- t
Virginia base-bai- l
league opens its season, with
Charleroi at McKeesport, Unlontown
at Sonnellsville and Fairmont at
Clarksburg.
Atlantic baseball league opens Its
season, with' Newark at Bloomfleld,
Danbury at Perth Amboy, Newburg at
Mlddletown and Poughkeepsie at
-

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
D.XV, CO
on
Montreal Driving club, at Montreal' '"M
race meeting at
Opening of six-da'
Edmonton, Alta.
Buck Crouse vs. Tom Gibbons, 10
rounds, at Hudson, Wis.
Saturday
New England intercollegiate
track
and field championships at Harvard
"
Stadium.
of
spring meeting of Onr
Opening
tarlo Jockey club, at Toronto.
Opening of spring meeting of
Douglas Park Jockey club, at Louisy

,

TODAY'S

BASEBALL

American League
Chicago at Philadelphia.
St Louis at New York,
Detroit at Boston.
Cleveland at Washington.
National League
Philadelphia at Chicago.
Boston at Pittsburgh.
ville.
. New York at Cincinnati.
boat race on
Brooklyn at SL Louis.
Cayuga Lake, Ithaca, N Y.
Federal League
Maritime baseball league opens its
Chicago at Pittsburgh-Kansa- s
season, with Pictou at Halifax and
Friday
City at Baltimore.
''
I
New England intercollegiate track Moncton at St John.
St. Louis at Buffalo.
and field champouships, at Harvard
Indianapolis at Brooklyn,
Stadium.
Subscribe for The Optic
Subscribe for The Op tie
Opening of spring meeting of the
-

'

t

:

n.

National League
:

.

v

...... ...15"

.

Pittsburgh

W.

..

,..,.12
..,..11

New York
Brooklyn

Cincinnati
Philadelphia
St. Louis
Chicago .

,...15

7
12

.

10
3

Boston
American

League
W.

'

Detroit
Philadelphia .
Washington
New York
St. Louis
.........
Boston
Chicago
Cleveland

Pet

L.
?
7
9
11
9
15
16
16

.682
.632
.550
.577
.550
.464
.385
.158

I

Pet

8

.704
.619
.542

19
13
13

11 '

11.

11

12

13

'8
".

... .10 "'12
11 --4.7
17

.....8

Federal League
W.
: .13

Baltimore

St Louis

14
11
13

Indianapolis
Chicago

9
10

Brooklyn
Buffalo
Kansas City
Pittsburgh ...

10
8

,

you now
THE tobacco
"better tobacco

smoke you
than you ever
smoked before." Naturally, you kept
trying until you found a "better" one.
But it stands to reason that since there is
a difference in tobaccos, you may be miss' WALLACE IRWIN
writer and lyricist
ing still greater pleasure in a still better smoke
"Tuxedo is always reeloome. A
in the BEST smoke, in fact.
pleasant smoke, a menial bracer
the Ideal tobacco.''
Tuxedo is the best smoke heeanse no
-- better tobacco leaf
grows, and no process of
treating tobacco leaf equals the original

.600
.480
.455
.393
.320

fUf

.684
.560
.524
.520
.600
.476
.400
.333

11
10
12
9
11
15
16

The Perfect Tobacco for Pipe and Cigarette

Western League
W.

II

You Smoke a "Better" Tobacco
Why Not Smoke The Best?

Pet

L.
6

'

riv

Pet

I

Denver
,.'...,.16 10 .615
.583
.14 10
There will be a meeting at the St. Joseph
.....15 ' 12 .556
Commercial club next Wednesday Sioux City
.520
12
13
evening for the purpose of determin Des Moines
12
.462
14
ing the future of the proposed city Wichita .
'
.444
12
15
Lincoln
.
for
the
also
organization
league and
..10. 14. .417
of a city team if the league proposi Omaha . .....
11
.407
16
Topeka ,
tion cannot be handled.
!
the baseball
Several weeks ago
'
players" In- the city began agitation Notice of annual
meeting
for a city league but since that time
Notice is hereby given that the an
that- it". a nual
it has been nlsoovered
meeting of the stockholders of
league were organized that the teams the Southwestern Savings, Loan and
which would compose It would not.be Building Association of Las
Vegas, N.
able to play the kind of baseball that M., will be held at the office ot Bald
would bring the support of the public,
Association, on Lincoln Avenue, ia the
as one or two teams would far
City of Las Vegas, State of New Mex
outclass the others.
ico, on the 19th day of May, 1914, at
For the past few weeks the East 4 o'clock p. m. for the - purpose of
and West side ball teams have been
electing a full Board of Directors for
playing at Amusement .park and Cap- the ensuing year and for the transac
tain Harris of .the East side team, to- tion of such other 'business as may
gether with a number of other play- properly come before said meeting.
ers, believes that with the organizaROBT, L. Mi ROSS,
tion of one team to meet all comers,
Secretary.
better baseball can be provided!.
Dated at East Ias Vegas, N. M., May
The meeting Is called for 8 o'clock
6, 1914.
and a large attendance is requested.
her stomach, whea she began takine
Sick Headache
Chamberlain's Tablets.' She says, "I
Mrs. A, L. Luckie, East Rochester, found them pleasant to take, also mud
N. Y., was a victim of sick headache and effective.
In a few weeks time
and despondency, Bnsed y a badly t was restored to my former good
wakened and steM!Hated condition of health.'' For sale by a'4 dealers. Adv.

HENRY HUTT

famous artist

"A pipeful of Tuxedo puts new

life into me.
The mildest and
purest tobacco grown.

We know tnat Tuxedo is made 'of the
BEST tobacco rich, mellow, perfectly aged
Kentucky Burley. None better can be
bought, because none better is grown.
It K treated by the famous, original "Tuxedo

Process',' for removing the, sting and bite of the
jj
natural vegetable oils.

Tuxedo was born in 1904. Its first imitator
-

r A SI

"

4wvn
ipjjt.iii.ii iwu years later.
Since then a host of imi- - i
tations have sprung up.
M

hi

J

W

1

,

No other tobacco can
give the unique pleasure
of Tuxedo because no
other maker has yet been
able to equal the Tuxedo

-

i

i

quality.
YOU CAN BUY TUXEDO
EVERYWHERE

GEORGE E. PHILLIPS
Mayor of Covington, Kentucky
"A good pipe, and Tuxedo to fill

ms

Famous green tin with gold let- - 1
f
The tobacco tering, curved to fit the pocket 1 UC
in the little green tin has no rival Convenient pouch, inner lined
with moisture-proo- f
paper . . 3 C
as far as I am concerned."
la Cusj llamidort SOe and SGe
it,

--

and I'm

satisfied.

--

y

THE

AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

V
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BURDEN ALWAYS ON WOMEN
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73he

Exercise of All Her Ingenuity and
Adaptability la Demanded of
Jobleea Man'a Wife.

LOBBY

CHJB

RESTAURANT

AND CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES

There baa been much anxfcty at tbt
or cercity hall over the displacement
tain employes who were deemed
and the approaching "d
capitation" of others, according to CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
MS
the
Philadelphia Ledger. Quite apart
II"
102 Meeta every Monday night
comM.
A.
whether
of
Regular
political
from the question
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas arena
reprisal was an actuating motive ol
In 8 o'clock. Visiting members art
third Thursday
removal, the curtain might be lifted
upon the distress created In many
month. Visiting dially welcome. J. C. Werts,
at?
horn by the fact that the breadwinb.others cordially in dent; J. T. Bubler, Secretary;
ner baa lost bit occupation but into
W. M., H. 3. Van Bally. Treasurer.
M.
vited,
Cary,
is
Impostiuy
the merita of these caaea it
RATES TOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
sible to enter here. Any man who ac- Petten, Secretary,
. O. E. Meets first and third Vat
TISEMENTS
cepts a position under city, state ot
national government knows what are LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. I.
day evening each month at Wee
men hall. Visiting brothers cordis
Five cents per lint tach Insertion. the giddy vicissitudes of fortune's
KNIGHTS TEMPLAB
Eatlmata alx ordinary word to a Una. wheel in politics. In the industrial
ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglat
conclave
f9L.fi
as well many men have been
No ad to occupy leta apaca than two world
lay In each mrata at Ma- W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, 8ecretarj
lopped off the pay roll and have found V
All advertliementa
line
charged themselves In dire extremities to prosonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will ba booked at apaca actually aat vide for the sustenance of those deM. smith, E. C; Chat. Tamme, Re
without regard to number of word. pendent on them.
corder.
But the brunt of it all falls more
Cash In advlnce preferred.
LOCAL TIME GARB
heavily upon the woman. As in war LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
was
time the more piteous suffering
AL ARCH MASONS Regtlar con
that of her who was left at home to
East Bound
,
vocation first Monday in
await tidings of fatality or injury, so
Arrive
Depart
business
of
calamity
whole
each month at Masonic
the
weight
7:45 p. av
(and a Kreat deal of business is war)
at 7:0 p. m. P. No. J.... 7:20 p. m
rempla
oniriMi unon a woman's shoulders, her
m
11:61 p.
a, Briaegar, H, P.
O. No. 4. ...11:54 p.
heart and her anxious mind.
2:26 a. m
2:31
No.
8.
!ood,
Secretary.
She must think for all the
2:01 I. a
No. 1.
H35 p. m
do
can
woman
a
must plan things
Bound
West
I.
O.
O.
F.
LAS
VEGA8
of
the pay
LODrc wn
to make up for the absence
Arrive
4. Meets every Mondav
Depart
Her finders fly to weave
onvoinne.
nnini
OPTIC'S NUMBER. MAIN ft.
1:3S p. t
and stitch, to wash and iron, to make their hall on Sixth street All visiting No. 1.... 1:10 p. m..
:4 a. m
preserves. She takes care or cnna oretaren cordially Invited, to attend No. I.... 6:35 a. m..
4:31 . av
dren, she teaches them, she becomes
4:20 p. m.
J. Friedenstine. N. Q A.
No. 7
purchasing agent, she acts at secre V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
7:0 a.
C:35 p. m.
Secretary; Karl No.
tary. All the adroit and marvelous in
Wert.
fL
Treasurer:
v
Amer
the
of
nari.w.v
and
adaptability
UVUOWVB
genuity
HOUSEHOLD goods of all kinds; ican woman are bent to the ena or cemetery Trufltee.
nothing but the best high grade making a living for those she loves.
one
furniture.
Wenger, 91)9 man out of work who has that has B. f. U. ELKS MAArJI BtwnnA on1
Harry
great treasure of a true helpmeet
fourth Tuesday
Seventh etreet
of each
not lost his fortune, and be cannot month Elks" home evening
on Ninth street
fail.
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
BARRED Plymouth Rock and Rhode
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. Spring
Island Red eggs $1 per setting.
FEET TO BECOME OBSOLETE?
I This
er, Exalted
Guaranteed fertile. Mrs. J. S. NelRuler; D. W. Condon,
son, Phone Olive 5581.
In View of Present Cheap Electric Secretary.
Conveyances There Seema to Be
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURFOR SALE Rhode Island Red Eggs
Such a Possibility.
-iuse
for setting at 60c per setting of 13.
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meeta In
As a result of the quick and cheap O. PL C hall, Douglas avenue, on the
The balance of the season. H. M.
nowafirst and third
avenue. modes of conveyance prevalent
Northrup, 913 Lincoln
are not walking bo much month at 8 m. Tuesdays of each
people
days
275.
or
29
Phone Main
p.
Visiting Knights and
Lon
in
a
writer
FLOUR
as formerly, asserts
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Freedon Answers.
FOR SALE Hopf violin, a bargain;
There was a period when we were man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
It
giving you
large wardrobe, dresser, gasoline able to move our ears at will, but dis Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
stove, other furniture. , Call after use of the organ did away with the Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
for doa
present
nower. It is possible that our feet Montague
5 p. m. at 810 Douglas avenue.
Assistant Deputy, 1011
mav one day become obsolete.
ing something
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M.
1
3,213,857,293
In the year 1912-1One
SALE
small safe, cheap.
d do any
FOR
numyou
of
the
was the stupendous total
L.
O.
Apply I. & A. Corporation.
elecO.
MOOSE Meets second and
ber of passengers carried on the
way when you
fourth
tric tramways and light railways of
Thursday
evening eacb
learn how Much
BABY CHICKS Rhode Island Reds the United Kingdom.
month at Vf. O. W. hall. Vialtlni
num1898
the
In the steam period of
and Barred Rocks 10c. Safe delivBetter EMPRESS
brothers cordially invited. Howard 1.
858,485,-542- ,
ery guaranteed. Mrs. George Tudor, ber of passengers carried was
A.
Davis,
Linn
p.
Dictator;
FLOUR realh is.
Secretary.
and in the day of the horse, 1879,
Osage City, Kansas.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 841
the figure reached 150,881,515.
Made bv GER
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tue
The public have certainly gained in
100 BUFF ROCK CHICKENS $1- 0MAN PROCESS
convenience, but not in health. There
of the month in the vestry room
Cash with or- has never been any dispute of the fact day
50, ?5.50; 25, $3.00.
uf Temple Monteflore at t o'clock
ONE COUPON FROM
der. Will treat you right. Mra that walking is the most health-givinm. Visiting brothers are cordially In
FLOUR AND
EMPRESS
And
Kans.
and natural exercise possible.
Maggie E. Stevens, Humboldt,
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Char laa
STAMPS
FIVE
yet It does not come within the daily
BRINGS YOU THE
curriculum of the average man and Greenclay, Secretary.
woman to exercise nature's own equip
IT 'S
SPOON
ment, but bus or car is hailed.
GENUINE WM.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
ROGERS &
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
A girl for general house
WANTED
Green Hair the Latest Freak.
A A
SONS'
Love at Woodmen ot the World hall,
work. Apply 322 Grand Avenue.
Green hair, which has so far made
STANDARD
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
only a tentative and fugitive appear
SILVER
WANTED Ag nts. We want a re ance at fancy dress balls, is now to each month at 8 p. m. C. IL Stewart,
W
G.
to
the
become
a
addition
t.
Soniul;
Laemmle,
recognized
dark;
liable man or woman In East Las
wardrobe of the woman of fashion
Local Deputy.
Tisltlni
Vegas to look after renewals and That is the effect of the action of the Montague,
FRENCH- new. subscriptions to Metropolitan, "Fashions Committee of the Coiffeurs members are especially weleooe ana
1REY (STER"The livest magazin9 in America." of Paris," who have decided to equip cordially invited.
LING) FINISH
The work may be dona in spare forthwith 40 mannequins with 400 col
time a few hours each week. Lib- ored wigs and to let them loose upon KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN
EMPRESS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
eral pay .for whatever time is put a tolerant but startled, world. The
ob
find
no
associated
hairdressers
it
in. No Investment or bond required,
can be ob
ourth Thursday in O. R. C. hall,
no previous experience necessary. jection that the new coiffure will be
members
Pioneer
building.
Visiting
this
In
tained
city from
"extremely dear," both in itself and
Pull instructions and supplies sent virtue
of the fact that each wig must are cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
free. Give two references. Desk have a dress to match. Indeed, when G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
14,
Metropolitan Magazine, New one considers the obvious scope there
is for freaks which have nothing to
York.
recommend them beyond their expen
WANTED-Experienc- ed
cook. Apply siveness, one cannot but applaud the
J"1
,000 lbs., or Mora, Each Del very
lenience and moderation of the great
1053 Eighth street
per lit
Each
Delivery
to
2,000
lbe.(
1,000
Mall
Iba,
Pall
arbiters of fashion.
o par
200 lbs to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
1W
WANTED Reliable girl for general
60 lbs, to 200 lbs. Each Delivery
1W la.
p- -r
Mo
housework. 725 Sixth street
Boosts
King
Wages.
Leaa than M lbs. Each Delivery
During their recent stay at
King George and Queen Mary
gave much attention to the subject of
the wages paid to workmen on the esFaftta
Harvesters, itorera, and Dlitributors ! Hatiral U;
FOR ' RENT One room furnished tate, and in view of the increased cost
Las
Tats
Fum!.
Made
Whiek
Hare
ef
of living it waa decided that an
Laatias QuaMtea
ihouse; $5 month. Phone Main 351.
OFFICE 711 DOUGLAS AVENUE
increase of pay should be given
not only to the men who may be deFOR RENT Two light housekeeping scribed as agricultural laborers, but
rooms. Inquire 414TSeventh street to woodmen, roadmen, and others. The
number of men affected is about three
FOR RENT Modern furnished house hundred. Simultaneously with the infor the summer; terms reasonable. crease of wages it is arranged that in
all cases In which the nature of the
918 Fourth street
employment permits, work shall cease
at one o'clock on Saturdays, instead
FOR RENT Suite of rooms in mod of three o'clock, as heretofore.
ern home, ako single room;, cannot
rent to consumptives. 1034 Eighth
Failure of Artificial Food.
That it is possible to live on artistreet Phone Main 60.
ficial food, or at least on the concentrated extracts of certain staples, is
m
dastlllef fcdj. Nam en cm wla H
a common belief, and it has even
w
r
axnaaiM
been predicted that some day our
those who MIQH1 BIT taa
diet will consist of tabloid food. One
aall &
LOST Wallet with name C. J. Dean. might live for a short time in that
Thai areaarty ya
unsociable way, but recent investiga
arami atvaa feafia &
Return to W. M, Shillinglaw.
l
ads.
U
pvsaaa-i- i
waa read tke
tion of diseases like beri-berscurvy
rertise4
war
aaleaa
il
your property
and pellagra, which are almost certainly caused by a deficiency In the
vaal
Othata. wa read aa aaiwer aJ. ta ala
diet, prove that such a lire would be
aaWiKl
Auk J"?r ""
gm
aaaa
aateatakilaa,
wj
ooka,
i
lor)
ta
anxioas
are
fay
.1... ,,(1.1114. nu nrugk one of disease and could- not last
m
aa
!
I'llis in lint with Uli RiUa.T
M
and furniture. arOalea at
long.
e
boxes,
m
Tk
. fur B".f
... .Ihw.
II
1.
tramaata.
III n
iiil'J.rSn ititAM
riixa.ro. as
Record Whaling Season.
can k -n u Bert, Safest, Alwy Kdiabla
M 1
afl B
ftty
iafsia aea, pr
Aa ta
The whaling season of 1913 has
DRUGGISTS EVERYHKLRE
SOLD
BY
i
aat
ti ts fl ml
ha
eclipsed all previous records, the total
ibia m el taiaga.
yield of oil for the world In that year
aks.
at being estimated at 800.000
WANTED Clean cotton rags
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If you have been neglecting to

subscribe for the Optic NOW IS THE TIHE TO TAKE
THE PLUNGE

WutitE JJouuvds (FUpqH

W

VtfffMl
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sn

with each yearly subscription Paid In Advance. There is no increase in price. The
Optic will cost you exactly the same as you would pay for it at the monthly rate of 65c
and you get the electric Iron

THESE IRONS are under an absolute guarantee by the Las Vegas Light and Power
Co. They have been given a 64 DAY iTEST Think of it! FIFTEEN HUNDRED AND
THIRTY SIX HOURS OF STEADY CURRENT and still as good as new.
THE OPERATING EXPENSE is about the same as the cost of fuel in ironing the
old way.
THE DIFFERENCE IS that with a Williams Electric you turn the switch and in
THREE MINUTES the iron is ready to use. All the heat is concentrated on the
iron, not a bit of it escapes, you can iron without interruption until you are through, and
Whereas, by the old method, you will burn a bucketfull of coal getting
the irons ready to use and heat up the whole house in the meantime, tramp back and forth after fresh irons and
to pour bucketfull after bucketfull of coal into your already red hot stove and YOU ARE HOT while YOUR IRONS
YOU ARE COOL while the IRON IS HOT.

ARE COOL.

The Optic for a whole year ond this
is only
latbor
saving-convenien-

ce

You may Bring your check to the Optic Office and get your iron.
and the Electric Iron will be delivered to your door.
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Mail it or give it to the Carrier
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MONDAY. SIAY 18, 1914.
Ansrel. manager of the West
baseball team, has made ar
rangements to take his club to Santa
Fn Snndav for a came with the hlte
manSox, of which Daniel Ortiz is
best
the
are
Sox
ager. The White
ball players In Santa Fe. Jlmmie Lo
ner Is the Ditcher and the Berardln- elUs are in the lineup. The trip will
be mada bv automobile, seven cars
having been secured for the trip. The
to oin
iyts invite other motorist
kt oroeession.
Two or three East
side boys will accompany the team
and hold down important infield po
sitions.

Pranv

sld

TONIGHT

UY THEM DY THE BOX

The Vegas Theatre

Photoplay

Pl&xa.

ANOTHER. CAR OF

The Adventures of Kathlyn

ORANGES

The greatest o

Over the Cliff
(Goldseal)
Sensational 3 reel feature.

No. 10

all.

Extra Fancy Novels and Sweets. By the
Box

$3.00, Half Box $2.15

LOCAL NEWS

BLOOD ORANGES
i

AND GRAPE FRUIT.

The Bachelors have no objection
to widowers. Adv.

LET US HAVE

Light automobile
o'clock this evening.

YOUR ORDER

lamps

at

7:28

Saturday at

York's!

Books for commencement gifts at
Murphey's Drug" Store. Abv.

,The Ladies'

STEARNS' STORE
j

Aid, society of

the West

side Cfttholio
church will give a
;
Spanish euppe'rand dance this evenfor the
Romaine
Hotel
'the
in
ing
benefit of the Christian Brothers'
-

school.

j

i

Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

p Si YMF

the Pennsylvania Soldiers and Sail- (home in Erie, Pa., according to
notice received from that place by
The Optic Mr. Leech was a civil
war veteran. Many old timers will
'
remember him.

WHAT IS IT?
It is the highest grade of short-eninthat can be produced

g

Not "Heavier Than Air ft
but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of it and see how
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but is worth
more as no other la fully
equal to it Order a sack

&he Las Vegas Roller Mills
Jefferson Reynolds. President
S. B. Davis, Vice President
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President
Erie Hoke, Assistant CasbieijQj
H.
Hallet Reynolds, Cahier.1j

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
1,

OF LAS

VEGAS0.

QpitC$ib0,TO:SurpIos and

The best of everything in
season can, always be obained
here. "'

How About That

'

'.:v.

Interest Paid on Tlmo Deposits

I

At

lis

Heme of

tie Is! of EverflhingfealaMe

French Strained Honey
Just Received
1

THE GHAAF & HAYWARD CO. STORE

I

bar

........

t;M:

191 4 Model

Ford touring

1914 Model

Ford Touring Car

$450

1914 Model

Ford Touring Car

$400

30

$509

horse power Viele Touring Car

$350

Cat fioidster

$500

Marion Bob
Chalmers

30,.

.....,

J9 11 model

,...,..$400

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO
LAS 'VEGAS FORD SALES

t

COMPANY

EATING "WACO" WEEDS
FLORENCIO
MAES, THE VICTIM,
WAS ONE OF THREE TAKEN
ILL
VOILENTLY.
,

Fly Swatter?

As the result of eating a poisonous
weed, Florencio Maes, aged 8 years,
is dead, and Francisco Romero and
Juan Licon, about the same age, are

A citizeq of this "city who evidently
"
Luis S.' Ortiz" of Villanueva has ap
had
taken a drop too much, wandered
t
house
for'
as
$75'
plied at
into Judge D, R. Murray's office at
Lobo
wolves
killed
five
upon
bounty
the city hall this afternoon and an
near his home.
nounced that he wished to register.
"I-i- c
want to vote," he informed
Boots ni. shoes made to order.
"and I Wc want to
Murray,
Judge
fitted
perfectly." Repairing. vote
cripples
'
continued. However,
he
dry,"
I have
shop at 621
was forced to withhold his ballot
Sixth street and, Invite all my old ;he
for reform at least for the present customers as well a new
call. Joe
'Xi'i', '" '
Adv.
Martin.
There will be
meeting at the
A fancy box of Liggett' s chocolates Commercial club rooms this evening
of the citizens' irrigation committee
will be appreciated! by Sweet Girl
for the purpose of discussing the ir
Graduates.Adv.
rigation project north of this city. It
is
understood that a proposition of
The Friendship club will meet
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock fered some time ago will be under
made up
with Mrs. O. W, Hereford, 715 Fifth discussion.! The committee,
club,
street All members are asked to be of members of the Commercial
was organized, to devise a means of
present
completing the project Several other
Initial correspondence cards for men have been asked to attend.
commencement gifts at Murphey's
NOTICE
TA
Drug Store. Adv.
On the first day of May, the second
become
, The Knights and Ladies of Secur- half of the 1913 taxes will
ity will give a basket social Tuesday due. All taxes not paid before June
evening in the O. R. C. hall. All 1 will be subject 'to ft penalty.
ladies asked to bring basket .lunches.
EUGENIC ROMERO,
'
Public invited. Adv.
County Treasurer.

DO IT

no

the-our-

InTeyery department of Banking we
svre prepared to give the best of service

Second Hand Cars.

YOUNG BOY DIES AFTER

from an illness that
Send a nice box of Liggett's Candy convalescing
fatali, Young Maes was
Llggett's Chocolates for the Sweet with
nearly
proved
to the
your congratulations
at Murphey's Drug
Girl Graduate
the son of Pedro Maes, who is emSweet Girl Graduate. Adv.
Store. Adv.
ployed at the Santa Fe round house.
In company with the other two boys
Household goods of all t(n&&; noth
The heavy rains all over New Mexhe started for the round house Satbut the best high grade furniture,
ing
ico and Colorado have caused anxiety
urday late in the forenoon, carrying
Harry Wenger, 909 Seventh street
his father's lunch. When, the lads
along the Santa Fe Railway lines in
these states but thus far the only
reached the mew Prince street bridge
There will be a meeting of the Fra
trouble experienced is a washout on
to watch the workmen,
ternal Brotherhood this evening at they stopped
the Colorado division. This will not
and, while playing around, discovered
O.
R.
All
C.
are
hall.
the
members
affect the traffic through this city,
some interesting looking plants. The
requested to be present. There will
officials
local
the
though
to,
according
boys, thinking the plants good to eat,
an
be
initiation, followed by a dance devoured
It will affect the business on the San
a number of the roots.
and a lunch.
ta Fe connection itno Denver.
Young Maes crossed the river to
the round house, where he left his
Miss Cheerup, an attractive young
Initial box paper for commence
father's lunch. When he left the
who has been employed at the
nient gifts at Murphey's Drug Store. lady,
he was stricken with cramps
Stearns grocery for the past several building
Adv.
and fell to the ground. The father
days, left today for Roswell where was
summoned, and had the boy taken
will be employed demonsarating
she.
A physician was summoned,
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
home.
a furniture polish, the work in which
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
but he declared the poison had so
she
engaged here.
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
permeated the boy's system that rewas impossible. The lad died
Cecilio Rosenwald Is ie of those covery
Announcements were received in
about 4 o'clock In the afternoon. The
souls who are not afraid of mud
Las Vegas today of the marriage of hardy
other boys, who are sons respectively
and water. Early this morning he
Miss Maria Caroline Clancey, daughRomero and Marcario
chartered a seagoing roadster and of Gregorio
were discovered to be ill when
ter of Captain F. G. Clancey of Puerto
Licon,
made a trip to the mesa. He came
de Luna, N. M., to Alberto C. Oterga,
reached home. Physicians were
in from the mesa last night through they
de
at
Puerto
last Saturday morning
and their lives were saved
summoned,
a sea of hail, and feared he might
administration of
Luna. Mrs. Ortega formerly resided
the
prompt
by
strike a glacier, like the Titanic, but
here and is well known in this city.
emetics.
he made the journey in safety.
Mr. Ortega is the manager of the
The weed believed to have been
Charles Ilfeld company branch at Pas
devoured by the boys is that called
One of the latest type of Edison
"waco." It is believed to
ture, N. M.
Mazda electric lamps was installed in in Spanish
be a species of wild parsnip.
place of the regular arc light on the
Two children, whose names have
Fancy writing paper for commence corner of sixth street and
Douglas not been learned here, died last week
ment gifts at Murphey's Drug Store. avenue
this afternoon to 'display its
Adv.
at Manuelitas as the result of drink
powem
Mainager Southard bf the
water Jh rough some poisonous
and power company announced ing
Mis Pauline Stewart of Sturgeon light
reeds
they discovered near the river
that the lamp would remain there for
banks.
Mo., and Mr. William Hunter Price
several
days. It is of 600 candle
of the same place were united in mar
'
'
power capacity.
6:30
at
o'clock
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
riage Saturday evening
in the First Baptist church, Rev. J.
season
of this famous moun
34th
County Clerk Lorenzo Delgado has
out every SatMilton Harria officiating. The cere
been thinking some of joining the tain resort. Carriage
mony was witnessed by a few rela navy in case of war.
following
returning
morning,
urday
a
This morning
tives of $he tride and groom, who left
passage
including
charge,
Friday;
httortrain No. 9 for Albuquerque, where he changed his mind, however, after both ways $10, Special rates for long
his
automobile
out
to the er
driving
they will ': reside.. The bride is a
time. Address East Las Vegas,
D'orsythe ranch and back. Mr. Del
granddaughter of R. G. McAllister.
Box B. Leave orders at Murphey's
not
in
gado saya sailing is
it with
or Plaza hotel. Adv.- motoring, and tanless a dry
Parisian Ivory Novelties for com ordinary
land navy, for use on dry roads, is
mencement gifts at Muhphey's Drug
organized, he will not enlist
Store. Adv. ";

jUndivided Profits, $25,000.

IN

Use Our Special Or der

....

'

ASK YOUR GROCER

4

Strawberries, Fancy Grapefruit, New Potatoes, Fine Fresh
Tomatoes. All kinds of fresh
vegetables.

Thomas J. Leech, whd formerly liv
ed in Las Vegas, died on May 8 in
Lota.V

r

,, Extra Fancy

M

Silver ' Bags - for commencement
gifts at Murphey's Drug Store. Adv.

I

John H. York, former county as
sessor, is spending a great deal of
hie time in the court room these days,
acting as a witness In behalf of a
large number of people who wish
their 1913 tax assessments to be
Mr. Yorfc 1 classed as an ex
pert and his services are In great
demand. He says he has been forced
to neglect his grocery business in
order to be in court and probably;
will continue to be obliged to do so
for several days. Any persons orderno.
ing groceries from fctis store-anticine that they arrive a little late
are requested to 6e charitable, realis
ing that Mr, fork Is at the court
house helping' some downtrodden taxpayer get Justice.

BARGAINS

,

For Tuesday a.nd
Wednesday
Printed
6 feet

wide,
Linoleum,
regularly selling at 65c; at
. ,.48o
square yard
Inlaid Linoleums, Tile patterns,
colors through to the back; the.
best $1.25 Linoleum, at "square
-yard..-.89c
r Axminster Rugs, size 27x
'54 inches, each
$1.95
$3.50 Axminster Rugs, size 27x
60 inches; leach
.
$2.45
$4.50 Axminster Rugs, 36x72;
each
$3.00
$24i.50 Axminster
Rugs, 8

Every week we are sending orders east for special goods for
Las Vegas people.. On this proposition we sell as cheap as the mail
order houses, besides ' handling and delivering the goods here, and
guaranteeing reliable - merchandise. We do not require you to pay
if the goods upon arrival are not satisfactory
anything down,-anyou do not have to take them.
i

Let your local furniture

dealer have these orders.

J. C Johnsen
COMPLETE HOME

&

FURNISHERS

TfflESHD

Son

TUBES

EorJthe best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Ski- n

ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP

Z

GUARANTEED

FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

l.

pnnff

Is-

-

Here

And the Green Grass

--

g,r-v-

This means lots of Pure Fresh Cream
a.id Good Butter

$2-5-

'.;

10 2 feet
$02.50 Axminster

$16.95

1--

Rugs, 9x12

feet
$27.50

feet

$15.90

Axminster

'

Rugs, ,9x12

$18.95
ABOVE FOR CASH ONLY T

THERDSEHTHftL
:

i

Opposite the Y. M. C. A.

Fresh From the Churn to
Your Table
Ask Yovir Grocer
FOR CRYSTAL BUTTER

Grystal

reaniery

Go.

